Catalunya & The Costa Brava (Lonely Planet Catalunya & Costa Brava)
**Synopsis**

The only guide for exploring the magical backcountry as well as the city of Barcelona. A deliciously informative section on eating and drinking like a Catalunya local, investigates the splendour of Gaudi’s architecture, including La Sagrada Familia and Parc Guell and the bizarre Teatre-Museu Dali in his birthplace Figueres.
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**Customer Reviews**

I’m a big fan of Lonely Planet guides, so carried this (and the LP Spain guide as well) on a recent trip to NE Spain. This is a relatively recent edition, and so I found it to be largely accurate, though (understandably) some prices and hours had changed. Every phone number I tried was accurate, and the guide led me to some cheaper/better than the usual hotels. Of course, the flip-side of that is that the cheaper/better hotels are more likely to be booked up because they are mentioned in LP. There were a few bars or restaurants in Barcelona that had either changed names or closed (or I completely missed them) that were in the guide... And if you are focusing on Barcelona, maybe carry the LP Barcelona city guide also, since as the title would lead you to believe, the focus of the book is on the entire province, with only about 1/4 to 1/5 of this volume devoted to the city of Barcelona. Recommended.

Well laid out and strucutred. Good level of detail. Easy to read. I would generally agree with the author’s opinions having visited many of the places in the book. Great that it covers Barcelona really well, but goes wider too.